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Social Exclusion and Punishment of Undocu-
mented Immigrants in the US.
Kennosuke TANAKA
The meaning of the “risk” has changed from a neutral term, concerned
merely with probabilities, with losses and gains, to a negative or undesir-
able outcome, and as such, is synonymous with the terms danger and hazard
(Fox, 1999). Some risk theories and perspectives is offered by the several
theorists who have taken up Michel Foucault’s writing on governmentality
to “explore the ways in which the state and other governmental apparatuses
work together to govern−that is, manage and regulate−populations via risk
discourses and strategies (Luption, D, 1999).”
In this paper, rethinking of my ethnographic data, narratives and con-
flicts at the sites where I have been conducting an informal day labor site lo-
cated near the eastbound I−80 on−ramp to San Francisco since 2006, I will
discuss the multi−levels relationship between risk and “governmentality”.
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